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Bloch oscillations in optical dissipative lattices
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We show that Bloch oscillations are possible in dissipative optical waveguide lattices with a linearly varying
propagation constant. These oscillations occur in spite of the fact that the Bloch wave packet experiences
coupling gain and (or) loss. Experimentally, this process can be observed in different settings, such as in
laser arrays and lattices of semiconductor optical amplifiers. In addition, we demonstrate that these systems
can suppress instabilities arising from preferential mode noise growth. © 2004 Optical Society of America
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Dissipative discrete systems such as laser arrays have
been extensively studied since the late 1970s, primar-
ily in a search to achieve high coherent powers.1 – 3 In
these systems, phase locking was attained by evanes-
cent or leaky wave coupling of in-phase or out-of-phase
modes. In guided configurations the refractive-index
modulation between the core and the cladding regions
is typically constant, and so is the local propagation co-
efficient across the array. Thus in the linear regime
the gain preferentially amplif ies a specif ic mode, which
happens to be either the in-phase or the out-of-phase
eigenvector. As a result, an input wave packet (occu-
pying only a few waveguides) suffers from noise ampli-
fication at the low amplitude sites. Moreover, when
the power is relatively low, an input beam has the ten-
dency to spread during evolution (i.e., diffract) due to
intersite coupling.

The behavior of such array systems is signifi-
cantly altered when the local propagation eigenvalue
linearly increases along the lattice, essentially form-
ing a ladder. The direct analog of this setting is
known to occur in solid-state physics.4 In optics,
Bloch oscillations were only recently predicted5 and
experimentally demonstrated in lossless waveguide
arrays.6,7 Naturally, one may ask whether similar
processes also occur in dissipative arrays and, if this
is the case, how the presence of gain and loss would
affect their oscillatory behavior.

In this Letter we find that Bloch oscillations are
possible in linearly ramped dissipative arrays in spite
of the presence of coupling gain and loss. Physi-
cally, this type of behavior can be observed in active
low-power waveguide systems, such as laser arrays or
semiconductor optical amplif ier lattices. In general,
we find that, even though the power of the optical
field tends to increase or decrease exponentially, Bloch
oscillations still occur. For a specific set of parame-
ters the total gain compensates for the loss, resulting,
on average, in a constant power envelope. This is in
sharp contrast with regular active arrays with zero
refractive-index modulation, for which either the
in-phase or the out-of-phase evanescently coupled
modes (corresponding to the base and the edge of the
first Brillouin zone, respectively) are preferentially
amplified. In addition, we demonstrate that these
systems can suppress instabilities arising from prefer-
ential mode noise growth.
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To study the effect of a linear refractive-index modu-
lation in such active arrays, the coupled mode formal-
ism is used8 –11:

i �un 2 ieun 1 a�un11 1 un21� 1 bnun � 0 , (1)

where �un denotes a derivative with respect to time (for
laser arrays) or space (for semiconductor optical am-
plifiers), a � ar 1 iai is the complex coupling among
successive elements of the lattice, e is the linear
gain or loss of the system, and b represents a linear
refractive-index modulation across the lattice. We
assume here that each element of the array is single
mode, and thus coupling coefficient ar among succes-
sive waveguides or cavities is positive.

Equation (1) can be derived from paraxial model
iAz 1 �1�2k�=2A 1 �´r�x, y��2k� �v�c�2A � 0 by em-
ploying coupled-mode theory,9 where k � v�´0

r�1�2�c,
´r�x, y� � D´0

r�x, y� 1 i´00
r �x, y�, �´r�1�2 is the refractive

index of the cladding, �D´0
r�x, y��1�2 are variations

from this value along x, and ´00
r �x, y� is the gain or loss

of the medium. We use a local mode expansion of the
optical field A�x, z� �

P
n B�x 2 nx0, y�un�z�, where

B�x, y� is the mode of a single waveguide in isolation
and �nx0, 0� is the center of the nth waveguide. In
this case the unnormalized coupling coeff icient is
given by k � �1�2k�

RR
B��x, y�=2B�x 1 x0, y�dxdy 1

�1�2k� �v�c�2
RR

B��x, y�´r �x, y�B�x 1 x0, y�dxdy.
The strengths of the real and imaginary parts of the
coupling coefficient were calculated in Refs. 10 and
11. In these works it was shown that, by varying the
waveguide spacing, the imaginary part of the coupling
coefficient becomes both positive and negative, and
its amplitude can even be greater than the real part
of the coupling coefficient. We emphasize that the
complex nature of the coupling constant is primarily
responsible for the dissipative Bloch oscillations dis-
cussed in this Letter.

To better understand the effect of linear tilt in the
refractive index, displayed in Eq. (1) by a nonzero
value of b, we compare these results with the zero-tilt
case. If b � 0, Eq. (1) has a complex dispersion
curve that can be identif ied with the plane-wave
solution un�u; t� ~ exp�ikt 2 iun�, where k � kr 1 iki
is the complex propagation wave number and u is
the wave momentum inside the lattice. The real and
imaginary parts of Eq. (1) are then found to satisfy
© 2004 Optical Society of America
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kr � 2ar cos u, g � 2ki � e 2 2ai cos u, where g�u�
is the growth rate.8 kr�u� represents the diffraction
of the lattice. For 0 # juj , p�2 the diffraction is
normal, whereas for p�2 , juj , p the diffraction
becomes anomalous. If u � p�2, the second-order
diffraction term is zero.

On the other hand, g�u� represents the growth
of the plane-wave mode un�u; t�. If the gain or loss
due to coupling ai is positive, then the out-of-phase
mode �un�p; t�� will experience more gain (or less
loss) compared with the rest of the modes and will
eventually dominate. On the other hand, if ai , 0,
the in-phase mode �un�0; t�� takes over during evo-
lution. For example, as we have previously shown,8

if b � 0, the impulse response of Eq. (1) is given
by un�t� � BJn�2at�exp�ipn�2�exp�et�, where Jn�x�
(of complex argument) is a Bessel function of the
first kind and of integer order n and B is the initial
amplitude of u0.

We will now consider Bloch oscillations in such dis-
sipative lattices when b is finite. By extending the
analysis of Ref. 5 in the complex domain, we find an
exact solution for the impulse response of Eq. (1), i.e.,
u0 � B and un � 0 for nonzero n of such an infinite
lattice:

un�t� � BJn

∑
4a

b
sin

µ
bt
2

∂∏
exp

∑
in
2

�bt 1 p�
∏
exp�et� ,

(2)

where Jn�t� is a Bessel function of complex argument.
The argument of Jn�t� oscillates in either time or space,
and as a result revivals occur [apart from an amplif ica-
tion factor of exp�et�]. Note that gain e itself leads to
an overall amplification and does not participate in the
process of dissipative Bloch oscillations. Apparently,
the evolution of more complicated wave packets can
be obtained by superimposing the response of Eq. (2).
The last term in Eq. (2) indicates that, on average, the
power P �

P
n junj

2 will increase or decrease according
to �P � � exp�2et�, where the average

�P � �
1
T

Z t1T

t
P �t�dt (3)

is taken over one period of oscillations T that can be
found from the first term of Eq. (2) to be

T � 2p�b . (4)

In Fig. 1 we can see the intensity evolution aris-
ing from a single waveguide excitation, as described
by Eq. (2). In particular, in the left panel of Fig. 1,
a � 1 6 i0.4 and e � 0. In this case the total power is
not conserved during evolution but periodically recurs
every 2p�b. The input beam initially gains power
that attains a maximum at t � T�2. After this point,
the power is reduced, and the original wave packet is
restored at t � T . When e is nonzero, the input still
demonstrates similar behavior, except from an aver-
age growth in its power, as clearly demonstrated in
the right panel of Fig. 1 for e � 0.003. Interestingly
enough, the intensity profile is identical for both signs
of ai. Qualitatively, this behavior can be explained by
considering the fact that the linear ramping of propa-
gation eigenvalues causes the Bloch momentum u to
periodically scan the complex dispersion curve. As
u periodically oscillates in the Brillouin zone, the in-
put beam experiences both normal and anomalous dis-
persion. In a similar way, because of the change in
the value of u, the growth rate is also periodically
modulated.

Another example is depicted in Fig. 2 in which an
initially in-phase Gaussian beam of the form

un � exp	2��n 2 n0��A�2
 (5)

is launched into the lattice, where in this case
A � 2

p
2 and e � 0. In the left panel, a � 1, and thus

power P remains invariant along t. In the central
panel, a � 1 1 i0.3, and the P 2 t diagram can be
qualitatively explained as follows. Since the initial
configuration is in-phase and ai . 0, the beam initially
experiences losses. After some propagation length,
the out-of-phase pattern grows, and the power starts
to increase with t. At approximately half a period the

Fig. 1. Evolution arising from a single waveguide excita-
tion when a � 1 6 i0.4 and b � 1. Left panel, e � 0; right
panel, e � 0.003.

Fig. 2. Evolution arising from a single waveguide excita-
tion when a � 1 6 i0.4 and b � 1. Left panel, e � 0; right
panel, e � 0.003.
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Fig. 3. Path of a beam in the x y plane when bx � 3�6
and by � 4�6 and a � 1 (left panel) and a � 1 1 i0.5 (right
panel). The starting (and f inal) point of the oscillations is
A. Note that in the conservative case the beam follows
the initial path to return from B to A, whereas in the non-
conservative case the beam returns to A from a different
path.

phase of the pattern shifts with a tendency to become
in phase, and as a result the beam experiences losses.
After exactly one period, the initial wave packet is
restored. The situation is reversed in the right panel
in which a � 1 2 i0.3. Since ai , 0, the in-phase
patterns have the tendency to gain power. Thus, as
we can see in the P 2 t diagram, the power initially
increases with t and, eventually, after one period, the
original form of the beam is restored.

The refractive-index ladder also affects the stability
of the zero background. This result is of interest since
it may be relevant to the study of self-conf ined dissipa-
tive solitons in ramped lattices. If b � 0, the only way
that the zero background remains stable is if g # 0 for
all values of u, which implies that

e , 22jaij . (6)

On the other hand, if b is different from zero and due to
the periodic variations of u within the Brillouin zone,
the system is stabilized when the average growth is
negative,

gavg �
Z 2p

0
g�u�du � 2pe , 0 , or e , 0 . (7)

Comparison of stability conditions (6) and (7) reveals
that a refractive-index ladder provides improved sta-
bility for the noise background.

Bloch oscillations are also supported in two-
dimensional dissipative arrays (the conservative limit
was discussed in Refs. 12 and 13). In this case the
coupled-mode evolution equation is

i �um,n 2 ieum,n 1 D2um,n 1 �bxm 1 byn�um,n � 0,

where D2um,n � ax�um11,n 1 um21,n� 1 ay �um,n11 1

um,n21�. The solution of the two-dimensional model
is given by a simple product of the solution given by
Eq. (2), i.e.,

um,n�t� � BJm�px�Jn�py �exp�i�mqx 1 nqy��exp�et� ,
where px, y � �4ax,y�bx, y�sin�bx, y t�2�, qx,y � �1�2� 3

�bx,yt 1 p�. Evidently, this system is associated with
two periods, one in the x direction and one in the y
direction, which are given by

Tx � 2p�bx , Ty � 2p�by . (8)

These oscillations are, in general, not periodic in two
dimensions unless Tx�Ty � k�l (rational), where k and
l are nonzero relatively prime integers. Thus Bloch
oscillations do not occur in two dimensions unless the
ratio of the periods is a rational number. In the latter
case the oscillations are periodic, and the trajectory be-
comes Lissajous-like with period T � lTx � kTy . Note
that Bloch oscillations are not possible if either bx or
by is zero, since the beam will diffract along the x or y
direction, respectively. To monitor the motion of the
oscillating beam, we introduce the following quantity
(center of mass) �R� � �m�x̂ 1 �n�ŷ as

�R� �
X
m, n

�mx̂ 1 nŷ� jum,nj
2

¡ X
m, n

jum,nj
2, (9)

which shows the average position vector in the wave-
guide lattice. In Fig. 3 we see the path of the beam
centroid during evolution in the case of bx � 2 and
by � 3.
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